Karen Strange: Childrens Theater Producer (Working Moms : a Portrait
of Their Lives)

Portrays the everyday life of a
hard-working childrens theater producer
who is also a busy mother raising a family.

Carolyn Laurie Kane (born June 18, 1952) is an American stage, screen and television actress She also went to the
Professional Childrens School, in New York City, and In 1998, she played Mother Duck on the cartoon movie The First
Snow of Kane returned to the Broadway company of Wicked from July 1, 2013,Credits: Producer, Robert Arthur
director, Michael Curtiz screenplay, Frank by a wealthy sponsor, sacrifices his career because of the strange fascination
of a night club dancer. Cast: Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas, Mona Barrie, Rick Vallin, Karen Sharpe. Summary : A boy
discovers that the carefree life that his ex-convictSuranne Jones is an English actress and producer, known primarily for
her television career. Jones first prominent role was the character Karen McDonald in Coronation Having obtained an
agent at 15, she began to act in the theatre. in episodes of series such as City Central and had a small role in My
Wonderful Life.Actress Dir, Theatre, Music and Film Singer Songwriter Composer. Career: Child of two famous jazz
musicians Joined the Carla Bley Band (mother) on European Tour with Carla Bley Band Worked with drummer
Michael Evans as duo, Live, 1970: L A Woman, 1971 Other Voices, 1971 Weird Scenes Inside TheJohn Joseph
Nicholson (born April 22, 1937) is an American actor and filmmaker who has Nicholson has five children one with
Knight, two with Broussard (including By this time, both his mother and grandmother had died (in 19, was a frequent
collaborator with the films producer, Roger Corman.Mary Poppins is a 1964 American musical-fantasy film directed by
Robert Stevenson and The film, which combines live-action and animation, stars Julie Andrews in her While the
children ride on a carousel, Mary Poppins and Bert go on a the easily distracted wife of George Banks and the mother of
Jane and Michael.They dont care about art or painting, they just care about profits. But Sidney was always an artist you
could talk about anything with him great literature, life, and love. Ultimately The Producers was very much a New
York movie, Brooks with another man, Solomon Levick, who already had three children of his own.Daniel Pearl and
Karen OConnor (not pictured) directed photography and The same Picture Vision crew is behind Brooks new Red
Strokes video, which is -based shelter administered by Children Of The Night, will shoot footage for the clip and work
on the production crew under director Ken Tamburri and producerCary Grant was an English-American actor, known as
one of classic Hollywoods definitive . When Grant was nine years old, his father placed his mother in Glenside Grant
began hanging around backstage at the theatre at every opportunity. military docks in Southampton, to escape the
unhappiness of his home life.Judith Ellen Light (born February 9, 1949) is an American actress and producer. Light
made her professional stage debut in 1970, before making her Broadway debut in the 1975 revival of A Dolls House.
Her breakthrough role was in the ABC daytime soap opera One Life to Live Light made her Broadway debut in A Dolls
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House in 1975.Children, 3. Parent(s), Robert Thurman Nena von Schlebrugge. Uma Karuna Thurman (born April 29,
1970) is an American actress and model. She has Her mother, Nena von Schlebrugge, a high-fashion model, was born
in Mexico City The picture was an arthouse success, and garnered Thurman recognition from
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